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Brexit: What Are The Implications? 

What happened? 

The UK Referendum has been one of the top global political signposts that had significant impact on markets so 

far this year. Financial markets have been buffeted by the ups-and-downs of Brexit survey polls in the run-up to 

the referendum.  

UK referendum on EU membership took place on 23 June 2016 asking voters to answer a simple in or out 

question: "Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union or leave the European Union?" 

and British voters turned out for their chance to weigh in on UK’s future. 

Results of the poll have been released today at Manchester town hall: 

 As the latest opinion polls showed no side ahead by more than four points, the actual UK Referendum 

was a close call.  After taking a few rollercoasters, UK finally chose to exit the Euro bloc it had joined in 

1973. 

 The UK has voted to leave the EU by 52% to 48%. Among certified 33,577,342 votes, the total for 

Remain was 16,141,241, while the total for leave was 17,410,742.  

 Leave won the majority of votes in England and Wales, while every council in Scotland saw Remain 

majorities. 

What’s next? 

While the actual path to exit is not yet clear, nothing changes legally on the day after a Brexit outcome. The UK’s 

position in the EU will stay unchanged until exit procedures are completed, which are likely to take two years 

once Article 50 of the EU Treaty is triggered.  

The consequences of Brexit could be adverse for a global political landscape as well as UK economic growth. 

Citi analysts believe that Brexit would boost anti-EU sentiment in the EU, and raise the risk of ‘copycat’ 

referendums and anti-EU initiatives and increase threats to globalization and reinforce political and economic 

fragmentation globally.  

A Leave decision also could trigger domestic political risks in the UK, with the resignation of Prime Minister 

Cameron and deep divisions in the government. It could also create broader worries over the EU, as it would set 

a precedent for other countries over time and encourage Euro-sceptic and separatist movements. 
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With a Leave vote, the exit process will start according to the rules and procedure for countries to exit the bloc 

and the process is expected take at least two years. This will include negotiations about new trade deals with the 

EU and non-EU economies. The UK government will need to consider how to replace existing EU laws applied 

to UK residents and how to secure the rights of UK citizens currently living in other EU states. 

Potential Post-Brexit Political Timeline: Long, Complex Negotiations 

 

                           Source: Citi Research as of 24 June 2016 

Market Reactions 

The referendum result is a binary outcome that leads to swings in currency, equity and bond markets. As 

markets have priced in a “Remain” vote before the polling, a reversal of recent trends seems unavoidable. 

Sentiment could lead to an overshoot and risk off may continue in the near term.  

While a post-referendum reaction is felt first in currency markets, GBP was hit hard while US dollar, Japanese 

Yen and Swiss Franc rose. Japanese equities, UK credits and, Financial sectors also suffered. Heightened risk 

aversion has benefited other safe haven assets such as gold and Treasury bonds. 

Post-Referendum Market Movements 

 

Source: Bloomberg as of 24 June 2016 
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Could Brexit be Europe’s Lehman moment?  

Now, focus is on contagion risk: Given that failure to limit contagion could have dangerous consequences, policy 

reaction is critical. Citi analysts believe that Europe’s Lehman case is unlikely for the following reasons. 

 The timing of the event is well known in advance. 

 Policymakers and institutions had time to prepare and perhaps to hedge. 

 There are no obvious counterparty issues that necessarily result from Brexit e.g. default of a sovereign 

or major financial institution. 

 There is likely to be policy actions which could include activating mutual swap lines to ensure market 

liquidity, selective asset purchases by the Fed, ECB or BoJ as well as coordinated foreign exchange 

intervention. The policy response is unlikely to target specific asset price or exchange rate levels, but 

aim to smooth and calm markets.      

 In fact, Citi analysts expect major central banks and regulators to take steps in case of excessive 

market turbulence and to launch liquidity support measures. In the following days and weeks, we would 

look for the BoE to cut the Bank Rate by 25bp (at least by 14 July) and perhaps restart additional asset 

purchases. The ECB (21 July) and other European central banks will likely envisage a cut in their policy 

rate if FX strengthens or inflation weakens, resulting in an unwanted tightening of financial conditions. 

For the Fed, a delay in the next rate hike to Dec-16 or beyond is likely, in our view. Focus will be on the 

BoJ given the recent currency moves. In the event of disorderly currency moves, G7 central banks 

could launch coordinated FX interventions.” 

Investment Implications  

While Citi base case was for the UK to remain (60% probability), we have devoted much time to thinking about 

the implications of a leave vote. With a Brexit decision likely to weigh sentiment, Citi analysts believe that GBP, 

UK equities and credit may continue to underperform. As markets have entirely priced in a “remain” outcome 

before the polling, we expect heightened volatility to continue as market participants are unwinding these 

positions and heading into the Brexit trades such as a weaker pound, widening credit spreads and 

underperforming financial stocks. 

 UK GDP: a Brexit could trigger major economic weakness in the UK along with the political crisis 

discussed above. UK GDP growth would be lower by around 3-4pp over the next three years in Citi’s 

view. This would come as a result of lower consumption and lower investment. This may well mean that 

the UK would go into technical recession for few quarters, starting in Q3 (it is unlikely, but cannot be 

entirely ruled out to have started in Q2). 

 GBP: With the latest polls showing a bounce back ahead in the “Remain” campaign, sterling has rallied 

against the dollar and Euro over the past few days. GBP had sharply depreciated till quite recently with 

GBPUSD lower almost 5% to 1.4035 on 16 June from 1.4736 on 31 December 2015. Over a few days, 

GBP has quickly recovered most of early losses and now trades around 1.4788. With Brexit becoming 
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reality now, a “Leave” outcome will likely send GBPUSD lower to 1.25 in Citi’s view. 

 UK rates: In Citi’s view, UK yields may rise at the long-end given higher political, fiscal and inflation 

risks. The impact on the short-end is not clear. It may benefit from flight-to-quality flows from the 

uncertainty as well as expectations for the MPC to keep interest rates on hold for longer. The short end 

could also suffer if foreign investors fear a run on the currency and sell. Foreign investors own about 

25% of the gilt market. Gilts are likely to sharply underperform against US Treasuries and German 

bunds. In terms of peripheral spreads, a sharp widening should be kept in check by 2015-style ECB 

verbal intervention in our view. In Citi’s view, Brexit would translate into an estimated 25bp of widening 

in the average 10-year peripheral spread to Germany and around a 10bp decline in 10-year Bunds.  

 UK credit: Citi analysts believe that Global Financial Crisis (GFC) highs could be tested again. Lower-

margin sectors with a high proportion of sales exposure to the EU would be most affected. More 

domestic-oriented corporate bonds may also be impacted through the potential slowdown in the UK 

economy. GBP spreads may underperform compared to EUR-denominated bonds of the same issuer. 

Financials, especially capital markets oriented banks, could also suffer. Citi analysts believe that the 

European periphery credit may underperform core-Europe, especially in financials. 

 UK equities: The Impact of the Brexit on equities is not as straightforward as on currency markets given 

its moderate impact on UK earnings. While financials and real estate sectors may be hit hard, Citi 

analysts lower Banks and Insurance to Neutral, whilst moving Real Estate and Financial Services to 

Underweight. The translation effect of a weak GBP, however, may offset a potential deterioration in 

earnings and economic headwinds given that 70% of UK corporate sales and profits come from abroad. 

UK exporters may outperform relative to their counterparts in other developed markets driven by a weak 

GBP. Citi analysts believe that the currency and the global economy have a greater impact on the UK 

equity market than the Referendum outcome. In fact, GBP weakness has been a feature in the 

European equity run up, and this may continue despite the Brexit.  

 While Citi analysts have maintained an underweight position in UK equities due to uncertainty around 

the Referendum, they think potential co-ordinated policy actions among major central banks may limit 

downside risk to 10-20%. Against this backdrop. Citi analysts have lowered our end-2016 and mid-2017 

Stoxx targets to 310 and FTSE 100 targets to 6000 while they see greater FX support in the UK in the 

absence of high-level systemic risk. 

 Global markets: While flight to safety flows is likely to lead to a correction in global equity markets, Citi 

analysts do not foresee a collapse in equity markets. Core bonds are likely to benefit in a Brexit storm, 

as would other safe heaven assets such as gold, US dollar or Japanese Yen. 

* All figures as of Hong Kong/Singapore time 14:30 on Friday 23 June 2016 (with some figures still to be confirmed)  
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